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combine to present the Castilian with an Impressive summary of his
national history; but to class them as historical in the strict sense
makes comparison with other ballad corpora difficult, and induces
errors in criticism. There are here also cases open to doubt. The
exploits of Il'ja of Murom, in Russia, form something like an epic
plot, but there is no external evidence for such a poem. To include
his ballads among the historical ones of Kiev is to stretch the term
to its widest limits. In Greece there are extant ballads and epics
concerning Digenis Akritas, and their relationships are open to
doubt. If we class them as epical rather than historical, we do so
for convenience of comparison only.
In a second class we may distinguish those ballads which depend
on a previous literary tradition, whether written or oral. Despite
etymology, the mere writing down of a poem or tradition does not
constitute literature; they may be carried in the memory with
equal precision of outline and detail. Since ballad literature is
essentially oral, the dependence on oral originals is the more im-
portant for criticism, and it has been explained by various theories
which we must examine later. Here it will suffice to enumerate the
principal possibilities. The original may be a traditional epic poem
or an Eddie fragment or a saga based on the epic poem or tradition.
The more ancient narratives of this type are Germanic, the
youngest are Castilian. The former give rise to speculations of
wide range, full of inevitable hypotheses; the latter give narrower
observations of a maximum certitude. Romantic sagas may also be
the sources of ballads, together with novels and novelettes, such
as those of the Carolingian and Arthurian cycles in Spain. There
are cases in which the novelesque form is obvious (e.g. the Castilian
Count Arnaldos), but there is no known original; and there are
ballad novels, like Axel Tordsson or Henry the Lion or Tannhauser,
which might be classified as literary or as adventurous. In such
cases one's choice will be influenced by convenience of arrange-
ment within a particular corpus (Tannhduser may also be deemed
historical), taking due note of any formulas of a definitely literary
sort. These include such well-known conventions as the pastoral,
dawn songs, assignations, debates, and tall stories. In the case of
Tannhduser, the opening is an 'aubade' and the motif of Frau Venus
is drawn from courtly literature. There is, indeed, no absolute
line separating any ballad from written literature, and in some
countries, like France and Italy, the most 'popular' songs are shot

